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used.he Routine categury:tOch, mor9 than studentleachers. VAry
little nigher level co3niti'veac,tiyity was exhibite.kay either
supervisors or student tvaChersTt was also notedtratt.he
supervisors tended te-lz.et the trend in CognitiveleyelHand the
student'iollowed suit. Evert in a hostile conferen'Cr4 the thinking
levels, of both subjects tended to be very similar.'The tea;hory who
had, taken the inservice course SireL.vision,of Studert Teachers
favored somewhat. higher thought ravels than those wao did riot, a

difference,thatWas si4niticaat at the .001 level.' Amon' th.
implucation's-Atash tuom these uesults is the recommehda!, oh t;lat
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of training be yrovids4 for supervisors co make theie
sdpervising behavior. moretifeative. (PT)
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LEVELS OF THINKING IN SUPERVISORY CONFERENCES

This paper is a report of a pilot study focused on the cognitive

behavior of supervising teachers and their student teaahero working in a

conference situation. The attempt was to gist some basic information about

Aloe thought levels exhibited in conference situations and to enek the

feasibility' of using a particular coding oyster': inexamthiliAlhili behavior.

The scope is limited but some interesting elements are avuilable from thii-

activity and the findings point coward tine need for more -3erious investi-

gationof this sort, the need to make decisions on whit constitutes
:,, - ,

productive conferences and how to build toward these.

Background

Supervision is a popular activity and a considerable amount of

general writing ims been done on the, topic of supervision of student

teaching. Serious study ofthe conference between supervising teacher and

student teacher has attracted feW Investigators and there appears to be

need for in depth 'Wales of the variables attendant tcloOts ,conference, the

styles of con...erence subjects and the efficacy of particalae **eels of

confirencing. Scams basic work has been done at Teachers College (Columbia

Uniiersity) on c...rferoncing models and the dynamics of imperilment

conf)-ences.

It seems time).; that the fauctf the conference be scrlinised and

etudiod. It also seems to be high time that educators ideutLf4ed the

procedures in conferences that are inimical to growth of tholseephyte



and those that can foster his growth. This means the construction of

models and protocol materials for supervisory work, the testing and

refinement of these, and the development of adequate training programs

(ineervice work) that will render the skill to the supervising agents.

There are a considerable number in schools and they have a profound

effect on the education of the teachers in training.

This study is not addrevaed to all these major concert's but rather
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is an attempt to provide acme basic information about the thinking levels

of conference participanta.

Specifically the investigator tried to find information on:

1. The profile of cognitiie:perfOrmance of supervising
teachers and their stude'nt teachers (determined by
the Aechner-Gallagher classification system as
reported in James J. Gallagher Productive ThinkApg.
of Gifted Children. CRP No. 9657177177:74ity a
1711-6351 1965).

2. The relationship between supervising teacher
behavior and that of the.student teacher.

3. The difference between the cognitive behavior
of supervising teachers who had experienced
insert-16i training and those who had .not.

An allied feature was to determine the applicability of a system (the

Aschner-Oallagher claSsification system) to categorizing eupervisory

conference activity.

-

Procedure

A group of 15 elementary,teachersand their student teacheri

volunteered for participation in the study. All were from the University

of Maryland Teacher Education Centers. All had worked with student teachers

and some had taken the inservice education course "Supervision cf Studdtit

Teachers".'.:Training In the,cpurse had been basically the same in all the

Centers.
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There was little difference in the smouat of education beakground of

the teacher subjects bet there were some differences in classmate experience

and work with student teachers. The range in classrbom experience was

from 3 to 17 years and work with student teachers ranged from 2 to 8

semesters.

Each couple was asked to conduct a conference about a recent lesson

or an activity. There were no restrictions placed on style, content or

procedure, however, subjects were requested to consider 15 minutes as a

time allotment. The donferences ranged from 6 to 21 minutes. The

confluences were held at the end of the semester when student teachers

were near completion.

The conferences were taped with a one-half inch portable video tope

recorder with only a technician present in the room with the conferring

couple.

When reviewing the tapes the sut;.ects all noted that they were

satisfied with the conferences and all but one supervistng teacher noted

that the VTR had not inhibited the discussion. Most expressed interest

in analyzing their confer,noes and evidenced willingness to do more tapes.

It is felt that the tepee are fairly accurate renditions of the conference

behaviors of the supervising teachers involved.

Instrument.

The instrument used to categorize the supervisory behavior,, was the

Aschner-Gallagher classification system developed and refined by Nary

Jane Aschner and James J. qallagher. It has been used in projects that

Considered thinking levels of verbal behavior of gifted children. The

system appeared weli,Suited in describing the behavior of two people
,!: r

discussing a topic.
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Some modifications were made in the syatem. These were mainly

condensations in the secondary categories to make a smaller number of

categorise. Slightly different interpretations have been placed on the

secondary categories of Factual Recall, Tranelation and Association. These

interpretations make it mo-e useful for supervisory situations:':

In summary it appears that the aystem is a good one to use with

designating thought levels in coaferencea of this type. It was shown to

be useful in getting information and efficient use ca a be made with this

in conjunction with the VTR. All felt that the combination was worth

continued exploration.

Coding Procedure

The investigator trained 4 persons in the use of the Aschner-Oallagher

claysification ayatem.

There were come initial problem.) in attempting to analyze certain

behaviors and it was necessary for the coding teams to thrash out agreements

on particualr cliches that seem to pIrmeato supervisory conferences. For

instance, the coding team determined that cliches aa,"I think'things went

well today."were better placed in the Routine category under Structuring

or Verdict rather Clan under Evaluative thinking for they seemed to be

used to start conversation off rather than for any real assessment intention.

Another decision had to be made for supervisor' statements that were the

reiteration of long held beliefs. These dogmatic statements seemed to be

simply expressions of bias and, therefore, were put into Factual Recall in

the Cognitive-Memory category. Occasionally sors qualified for explaining

behavior (Convergent Thinking).

0



Coders worked in teams of two and used the following procedures: ,

1. Coded directly from the VTR monitor onto the
coding sheets.

2. Followed the interaction until a probim or
confusion occurred. The VTR pewits quick
halts, back-ups, and replays to the point
where any item of interaction can have
considerable discussion.

3. Reviewed the tallies normally about 3 times
in each minute of taped conference.

4. Came to.agreement on the items tallied before
movinOn. (This made coding rather long...
aboutA.Vhoure were needed for each tape.)

This was a satisfactory process and the moat difficult item in coding, as

far as primary categorise were concerned, was determining when a new thought

unit began as one speaker contimed in a monologue.

After 20 hours of training (discussion and practice) tne coders reached-.

close to .90 reliability in categorizing the thought units in primary

categories. This showed the feasibility if using the coding scheme and the

adaptabili.ty of the VTR direct coding es a fairly simple and efficient means

of processing the information observed.

As far as gaining reliability on secondary categories the teams did

achieve faotors of .70 and .71. This is less than desired and further

training to indicated before pormitting analysis of the tapes by separate

teams to take place.

With the present study the results from one team were used and on

some of these the other team supported by sharing the results of their

work. Basicaily the results are the coneenaus of the A team.
!,.

Results

.Table 1 gives the results of the 15- conferences. These are the

totals for the supervising teacner and the student teacher behaviors

coded in the primary categories. Figure 1 shows the results in

proportional values.



TAELS 1

Frequency of Thought Unita in Supervivory Conferences (Primary Categories)

Supervising Tohrs

Student Teachers

ROUTINE

225

124'

003-KEM

294 i

235

CONV

314

264

EVkl.

51

41

DIVING

13

12

903

676

Totals 349 529 578 98 25 1579

2
I 10.40

60

So

40

20

10

FIGURE 1

Supery Tahrs

Student T c Iwo



The immediate impression one gets is that activity is concentrated in

the Routine category and the twc lower level categories of the thinking

levels. when one considers the proportions of behavior in the four thought

level* (excluding the Routine) the result is 90% in the first two categories

(Cognitive-Memory and Convergent).

Five vonferences contained no Svaluative or Divergent behavior by the

supervising teachers and in seven conferences the student teachers did not

register any Evaluative or Divergent thinking. In only one conference was

there a high degree of interaction in these upper two categories,

For all conferences the interaction between students and their

supervising teachers gas similar. When supervisors tended to exhibit

Cognitive-Memory type thinking then students did also, and in the several

cases where higher order thinking was exhibited by the supervising teacher

then it was reciprocated by the student teacher. This is not startling

to anyone acquainted with typical teaching zituations. The teacher

(supervisor in this case) tends to set the treni, in the activity and

students follow suit. An L.tereiting.note is that even in the hostile

conferencOhe thinking levels of both subjects tended to be very similar.

Supervisors tend to use the Routine category much more than student

teachers. This is not surprising for the supervisors seem to do more

managing, structuring,structuring, weeing, etc. than the studehts are called on -6o

do. On the other hand students seemed to ure the Cognitive-Memor-

Convergent Thinking categories in larger proportion than their supervising

teacher simply because their answers to questions and requests were

frequently extended or drawn out.

To detertsine the degree of similarity; beyond'inspection, of thought

levels for the supervising group and the student teachn: group a total of
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, I ' ' ., '. , .- . ,..

all behaviors of supdrvisors and students was made (see Table 1).
: ..... .. ,.., :

chi-square teat k'independttnt'samples was made to determine likeness of

the groupa.,'Ihe value found shows that there is some dtfference tnthe ,

eh

groups (a X2 of 9.49 was required to show a difference at "the
,
4

When Routine, was dropped from the Table and just thefoUrAevels of

thinking were considered than the chi.464are was .657. This low value "

points to reasons for not considering the groups different.

As has been noted, talk was dominated by the supervisors.'Hinthany

conferences the supervisor talk was over 60%. In ,only one sibiltion was

there a reversal with the student teacher makiug,nee,ely 60% of the total

talk. For all conferences the proportion of supervisor. talk is over 57%.

Sunervisors aiso'seemed to start episodes. Of the 105 episodem

engaged in by the Jujects only two were initJatecO)y student teachers

Evidently the students wait to be cued or 'Led in conference situa'Aens
.

and do not look on this as a means of utilizing the supervising teacher

As a resource person tn the conference situatien.-

Tne third question considered related to the impact that certain.
,

. .:

,

.

.,, : : : A . . I.,

inserviCe education courses may have had on the conferencing behavior of , . ,...i

supervising teacners.' The courses had been of'.'ered to the teachers in .,

_,CI,

tne Teacher education Cors of which these subjects were part'.

j
The'inservice course, "Supervision of Student Teechera", inclucted tb

following feature as

Undergraduate program in education curriculum

Behavioral objective,-, :',:',. -, , ,

Planning and asaession with studAnt teAchcrs
Evaluation of student teacning=

. is' ''

Yntroduction to analysis of teaching
Introduction to modification procedures in

teacher education (micro-teaching and eimulation)
,,, ...

Communication skills : .. %_ :--

Oonfer6nce skills

sx.

VA. -Iv
.44;,.i..C-."



Participants had experienced4his course either during the current year

or in the preceding year.

- The following table contrasts the thought levels

had the course and those who had not. Figure's shows

graph form.

of4he teachers who

the proportions in

The two groups compei*closely.An teaching experience, work with

student teachers and education background.

One gan-ObserVe by inspection that thosia that had the inservice work

do favor somewhat higner thOught levels ,than thw;e'',without. Tenuous ae it

0 is from the small sa,iPlWthis does indicate that some difference in the

. two samples is extant.
.

, A chi:.egusra on these renders a value of 214,301 This permits the

conclusion-'of a significant difference atthe .001 level.

conclude that the groups are different in the scores registered. The

tae -can then

difference shows in the propensity the CoUrse grouP to exhibit more

Kghar level and less lower level thinking.

. . Interpretation

In toe'Teacfieri College studies (Margaret Lindsey anC,Associates;

..- ,..

Inquiry'into 'teaching Behaviorrof SperViai4 in:Teacher EduCatiOn..

, k, laboratOrile, TeacSersCollegi Prises, 1969) severalAnveatigatore looked

for evidetze of commitment4aktnir by the student teache.'s... This prOcess
i' -..

.

. ..

7'-. seemed to hold a key tO:productive cOnferetoss. it would seem that
. ..

.

oomaitaent-Making aiSociatadNith higner

Where do:these zommitmenis come frail when thertple.littleavidence of the

Evaluative'.or DivergentAhinking in conferenles as those noted in this



Comparison 'Of supervising teachers
Regarding Inservice Count* Work

Total

Nourselaken 77, 118 127 6 0 328

- 5j?"

10

ROUTINE COI 441M



Taiiand 4SoCiates (Hilda Taba, Samuel Levine and Freeman Eisen

Thinking in Elementary School Children, CRP No. 1574, San Francisco State

College,j964) did some pioneer work in identifying patterns and strategies

that iseemed'An'Tesult in "lifting" thinking of children or helOing to main

taro a focus far children's thinking. The key seemed to be4hether or not

the teacher, a cognitive map to guide discussion in a productivb fashion

toward a oliMit The up and down character and erratic jumps from level to

level seemed questionable. This probably has implicetItOns for conference
. ,

sessiona Supervisors need,a cognitive map to'guide the interaction. This

did nOtseem4rue.in conferences considered here--they nad up and down

patterns. Most.likely people need training tn how to develop "maps" and

hoOti recognise thane when they are operating.

Yt Lppearatha, these 15 conferenceifocused largely On certain itemu

thaOhe conferring parties wishei to talk about. Moet of thetime was

spent;in recalling, clarifying, makinvstatements or explaining material.
'-intheirexperience. It is an inalterible fact that over e*-of the

tOtalthOUght,upits were in the two lower levele.and 904 of the total

wheitthe,Routine is excluded.

Little time is used in the:two higher .level categorise. Only about

8% of the time end only 1J% when iutine is cropped. The fi4"::excursions

into thie,hte.er level process are brief--one !Jolated thought unit

fregwently. iJ in. these categories where thereOs least amount of

reciprocation when the other partyreaponded.

L11 thii'may indicate ;.that eXparience in this Evaluative or Diverge

type of dialog is not great and that conferring parties find it difficult

to operateoperate at this



Of course if people think of conferences as discussions where the

cooperating teacher gives Out ideas and information and,.ne%Scudents

respond to luestions'about facts and features of the classroom that come

.4 in the teaching, then.the action ie;MOgit'likely to stay at the 1.6Wor

.?,

How far can conferences OfAhat type procced.thOugh? What real
,

substance is accomplished?

If conferences are to

likely that a considerable

HoW can commitments be fashioned?

have substantial outc,Jmes then it iemz,re than

amount of interaction will be needed in i4Wi.

.

higher level* of the system. This means a, change in conference style, of

course, and:would mean,: that the conferehcing partners see this ant

chinCe to weigh, speculate, justify and:hypetheeizeebout'the tiaching act

esperially*it affects the beginning teacher. In this type of conference

-,:there is little room for bias, doctrine, harangues at "giving out" information.

.

There would'haveto be more.thao just polite exchange or information in the

conference Watch permits little learning on anycne's part a.d perhaps proOibm

more frustration on the isaWof the supervising tibCaer when she suspects
'-';

that she is'nou' affecting change.

Some basic work in identifiing-patterne and models for supervisory

conferences has been done by Brown, Hoffman, Heidalbacb and Kimsey (see

Lindsey,Werence).-:, Implementation of these would be an excellent direction

to follow,,

It soma that if new changes-nta4 about involving work at thehigher
4,

liras that the student teechsrs would reciprrcae.: There is strong

evidihte here that stUd4at teachers folloM:the CUes and 'leads of the

supervising teacher. It mesas reasonable that if supervising teachers



`developed skills in asking questions ,these Levels that students most

likely would be able to follow. They did, after all, follow the level of

better inthe supervising teacher 70% of the time. 11:.; fact they did much

folloinstlan did the supervisors in "picking up fuld following

student teachers. ,-

leads made

The other finding of this study is that the supervising teachers who

had'a course in supervision demonstrated different behavior and more

activity at higher thought levels. Of course all teachers had experienCed

some inservice work in the Conteris by seminar sessions, association with

the coomlnator and from the materials made available. However it appears

,
.,,

au14!'groater iepact.is made,O6 the functioning of the supervisor when he

is enrolled in a course and completes the requirements of that course.

This may well indicate that the best road to follow in upgrading the

,

functioning 'of supervising teachers is to have more intensive, nservice.

It will" be remembered thiii::thedembOStratior of higher level thinking

the "Coursi:.taker,"group was not strong: ;This should not be considered

a scandard in all likelihood. Inservice work in this area could well be

more potent than the course on general supervision of student teaching.

That course did not deal with conference strategies or specific work on

leads, responses, and reactiOn modes. It did not deal with "lifts* in

di.cusstOMor how to maintaibdiscussion_at higher levels. These are

,t0pice that probably will have.,to *put together into package and

injected into the program in some structured way.



Summary

In summary it appears that the conferences of this selected group

of supervisory teachers:

1. tended to be overwhelming in the Cognitive-
Memory and Convergent categories f thoUght
levels where etatementmaking, explaining,
telling and clarifying 'are_predominant.

. behavior of the studentV,teachers seem to
reflect that of the supervising teacher.

3. that persons who have an ineervice course in
supervision tended to show somewhat stronger
use of higher levels in thought and somewhat
lesi ospof lower levels of thought.,

addition, the.codii:'e system used appears to be tOriable one to apply

to this type of 'activity end can be used reliably with a VTR recording

of the conference interaction.

area.

4:0

Implications

The study points to a need for more study to be completed in this

I. The present study needs to''SM'refinf'd and extended to include

larger groups of conferencing parties. This could determine more

acctrately tne general behavior of supervisors and their students.

2. Some type of training, input or reorientation is needed for

supervisors if their supervising behavior is to become more creative. A

good start would be with models such as those developed at Teachers

College.

3. Particular training programa probably should be developed that

mill talus on cotiferencio; strategy. These should be evaluated to see

what effect they might have on tne cognitive functioning of supervisors

and their students.



L. The affective dimensions of the conference will need to be

examined carefully. There is moat likelya atrong association b4ween

the cognitive and affective behavior in conferences.

5. Studies of confusion, hostiliv and avoidanceJO,Conferences need

to be undertaken to determine the impact and effect on other dimensions.

These certainly affected the results of some of the conferences in this

study.

6. Definite programs for developing strategies in conferincing

need to be developed so that supervisors and their trainers have protocol

materials for bringing about change.
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